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Commercial activities

From Strength to Strength in 2005

technical, commercial and financial foundations,
with our revenues exceeding one billion euros and

Arianespace went from strength to strength in
10

2005, with eight successful missions, further

Programmatic activities

establishing Arianespace’s image as both a techni15

cal expert par excellence and a world record hol-
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der. Arianespace set new records with two suc17

cessive Ariane 5 missions that orbited Thaicom 4
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and Spaceway 2, the two largest commercial
satellites ever launchedThaicom 4 and Spaceway 2
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Prospects

have clearly confirmed Ariane 5 ECA as the international benchmark in th market segment for large
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2005: 8 launches,11 satellites, 36 tons in orbit

telecom satellites.

Last year was busy indeed, as Arianespace laun-

Soyuz, for its part, carried out two landmark mis-

ched five Ariane 5s from the Guiana Space Center,

sionsthis year. The first, Venus Express, is one of

and Starsem launched three Soyuz rockets from

the most ambitious scientific projects in recent

the Cosmodrome in Baikonur. These eight launches

years, while the second mission, the launch of

boosted 11 satellites, totaling 36 tons, into orbit.

Giove-A, literally got Europe’s Galileo satellite posi-

We maintained a steady pace in 2005, launching

tioning system off the ground.

more than half of the world’s satellites.
This confirmed Arianespace’s
status as the international
launch services leader, while
bolstering its pivotal role in
Europe’

space

program.

Arianespace bases its corpo-

Executive Committee

rate strategy on two pillars:

Jean-Yves Le Gall
Chief Executive Officer

operational excellence and a
versatile fleet of launchers. Because this strategy
enables us to tailor our launch services offering to
fit each customer’s specific requirements, we have
an excellent outlook for the future. In 2005 alone,
we continued along this path by signing nine new
launch contracts.

Françoise Bouzitat
General Secretary
& Senior Vice-President Finance
Philippe Berterottière
Senior Vice-President
Marketing, Sales and Customer Programs
Patrick Bonguet
Senior Vice-President
Programs

cutive Officer

Combining Reason and Passion
Along with the ongoing improvement in our launch
services, we are also playing an active role in
shaping the future. We have already begun to
conceive of tomorrow’s launch systems with a
highly structured program for the next five years.
First, the performance, flexibility and availability of
Ariane 5 carries on the tradition of excellence
established by our company over the last 25
years. Secondly, Soyuz and Vega launchers will
soon be operating from the Guiana Space Center,
further expanding our market coverage by allowing
us to launch all of our customers’ satellites, whether commercial or governmental. Thirdly, with
40 satellites to be launched, we have the largest
order book in the sector, demonstrating that our
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launch solutions and services satisfy our customers’ expectations.
We would not be able to accelerate the pace of
space operations across a broader international
front were it not for the support of European Space
Agency member states. ESA member-states recently

2005 in Berlin at the ministerial-level meeting of the

reaffirmed their support on December 5 and 6,

ESA Council. Equally important to this acceleration
are proven availability, openness, flexibility and a
proactive mentality. Our commercial and operational teams rise to this challenge with unrivaled
efficiency. At the same time, our three launch
systems meet the requirements of all markets, and
our international partnerships are strong development drivers, proven in the field.
We have all the keys for continued success.
Now, it is up to us, along with our partners from
government and industry, to continue our achievements by striking a balance between reason and
passion.

Jean-Marie Luton, Chairman
Jean-Yves Le Gall, Chief Executive Officer

2005 highlights

A

rianespace is back in its accustomed
place centre stage. Following qualification of the Ariane 5 ECA with two

faultless flights (February and November 2005),
the Company has its work-horse it needs for the
years to come. The five launches in 2005 placed
8 satellites into orbit, clearly demonstrating a fully
restored operational capability.
Arianespace now has the arms with which to
defend the commercial position decisively retained
in 2005 with the signature of 7 new satellite launch
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contracts, backed by its subsidiary Starsem, which

project, while earthwork on the Soyuz launch site

booked a further two orders. The European

was completed. The development programme for

launcher range consequently won 45% of all launch

Vega has entered a key validation phase, with a test

service contracts open to competition.

firing of the Zephyro 9 stage, the development and

Aimed at further strengthening the cohesion of the

qualification phase being further substantiated

European launcher range, and with the backing of

by adoption of the VERTA support programme by

the European Space Agency, work was continued on

ESA Council.

the development of tools for integrated operation of

In a context marked by consolidation of its technical,

Ariane 5, Vega and Soyuz from the CSG as from

industrial, operational and commercial positioning,

2008. Finalisation of funding for the Soyuz at the

Arianespace also consolidated its financial situation

CSG project, to which Arianespace is contributing

with a profit in 2005 – for the third consecutive year

under a guarantee from the French Government,

– amounting to M€ 6.3, obtained from sales worth

enabled the Company to finalise all necessary

M€ 1,068. This result was nevertheless achieved in

contractual commitments for implementation of the

an aggressive competitive environment, in a world
launch service market where prices are benchmarked in US dollars whereas the Ariane economic
system is structured in euros.
It is for this reason, following its return to the front
of the field after a successful year in 2005, that
Arianespace is maintaining its actions, assiduously
and with vigilance, to consolidate its positioning.
As part of the process of industrial reorganisation
for the launcher family, and taking due account of
cost objectives associated with the PA production
batch, Arianespace has also signed long-term
contracts with the industrial partners responsible
for maintenance and operation of the launcher

integration and launch facilities in French Guiana.

maximum emphasis on completing qualification of

Following up the decisions adopted by the European

the Ariane 5 launcher for institutional missions, at

Space Agency Council meeting at Ministerial Level

a time when the European ministers have adopted

in Berlin on 5 and 6 December 2005, and working

a launch service procurement policy for ESA mis-

jointly with ESA and CNES, Arianespace is placing

sions in favour of Ariane 5, Vega and Soyuz.

Commercial activities

A

rianespace and its subsidiary Starsem
signed new launch contracts for a total
of 9 satellites in 2005, obtaining of the

order of 45% of the world market consolidated
round some 20 satellites.
Of the 9 satellite contracts won, Arianespace
obtained 7, including 5 telecommunications
launches and 2 for the European Space Agency
with the Herschel and Planck missions. For its
part, Starsem obtained two contracts, the first to
launch 4 new satellites forming part of the
Globalstar constellation, and the second for the
Canadian Radarsat 2 satellite.
Over the same period our competitors signed
11 contracts, of which 5 for ILS (3 on Proton and
2 on Atlas), 3 for Sea Launch, 2 for Land Launch
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(Zenit flying from Baikonur) and 1 for Long March.
The main rivals of the European launcher range

and purposes exclusively designed to cover US

consequently remain launchers from the ex-USSR,

Governmental requirements. This same rationale

with American launchers in a marginal position in

provides the justification for the current merging of

the case of Atlas, or being totally absent from the

Boeing and Lockheed Martin launcher activities

competitive scene in the case of the Delta family.

under the United Launch Alliance banner. As for

These launchers are primarily, and to all intents

the Chinese Long March launcher, its activity
corresponds to non-commercial operations under
the terms of bilateral agreements, in all cases
limited to satellites incorporating no American
components.
While Arianespace was demonstrating its technical and operational capacity with qualification of
the Ariane 5 ECA version and five launches to its
credit, including four in the space of four months,
the European operator also maintained its pre-eminent position in the marketplace through the
quality of the launch service provided. Arianespace
has the largest order book backlog in the
world with 37 satellites to be launched as at
31 December 2005, plus a further five launches
booked with Starsem.

Commercial activities

Launch contracts 2005
Satellite
Star One C2
AMC-18
Bsat-3A
Thaicom 5
Skynet 5C
Herschel
Planck
Globalstar
Radarsat 2

GTO

Non-GTO
Starsem
TOTAL

Europe

America
1
1

Asia/Pacific

1
1
1
1
1

3

1(*)
1
4

Mass (kg)
4,100
2,200
1,970
2,900
4,700
3,320
1,800
1,790
2,200

2

(*) Four-satellite multiple launch

T
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he

launch

service

demand

trends

PanAmSat by Intelsat and New Skies Satellites by

identified in 2004 were confirmed in

SES Global.

2005, and the consolidation process

At the same time, the investment strategies of the

between the leading operators continued, in parti-

leading players continued to move in the two direc-

cular with the announcement of the purchase of

tions previously observed:

• optimisation of in-orbit fleets for mature applica-

to be launched at around twenty, taking account of

tions, with a tendency to replace existing capacity

new orders booked by satellite builders in 2005.

at end of life with small satellites, rather than
medium mass (3-4 tonnes) or heavy (5 tonnes and
more) spacecraft. Stabilisation of the number of
satellites with mass values below 3 tonnes is thus
confirmed;
• development of new services such as high definition direct TV, using the Ka band and requiring
substantial on-board power. These new applications have now spread outside the American
market, and are accelerating under the impulse of
major media events (Olympic Games, football
World Cup, etc.). These require heavy satellites
with mass exceeding 5.5 tonnes. The Spaceway 1
and Spaceway 2 satellite launches for DirecTV in
this high mass range during 2005, and in particular the Ariane 5 launch on 11 August last, placing
Thaicom 4, the largest existing telecommunications satellite (almost 6.5 tonnes) into orbit, provide clear evidence of the emergence of this new
satellite class.
To sum up, the mass dispersion for telecommunications satellites observed last year, between
satellites of less than 3 tonnes and exceeding
5 tonnes, has been confirmed in a context reflecting stabilisation of the annual number of satellites

Launch contract breakdown
by mass in 2005 (GTO)
Satellite class
Mass less than 3 tonnes
Mass between 3 and 4 tonnes
Masse between 4 and 5 tonnes
Masse exceeding 5 tonnes

Satellites
6
0
6
4
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Programmatic activities

F

ive Ariane 5 launches were made in 2005, all successful, with the Ariane 5
ECA version flying twice and confirming its return to fully operational
status. Development work for the Soyuz at the CSG and Vega programmes

continued, with availability of these systems targeted for 2008.
Arianespace is thus moving towards a position of launcher range operator, the
objective being, with three launcher systems, to progress from five launches from
the Guiana Space Centre in 2005 (five Ariane 5), to ten in 2010 (five/six Ariane 5,
two/four Soyuz and one/two Vega).
Ariane 5

Five Ariane 5 launches were made in 2005, with

consolidate the Ariane system at the highest level

the Ariane 5 ECA heavy version (Vulcain 2 engine

of technical quality.

and cryogenic upper stage) returning to operatio-

The last four launches in 2005 were completed in

nal service, and the Ariane 5 GS generic launchers

fractionally over four months, clearly demonstra-

(Vulcain 1 engine and storable propellant upper

ting the operational character of the launch

stage) flights. The recovery programme set up fol-

system now that the qualification phases for

lowing the failure of flight 157 (first Ariane 5 ECA)

both Ariane 5 ECA and Ariane 5 GS have been

has now been successfully concluded. This plan,

completed.

which involved an in-depth review of all develop-

Launch operations in 2005 are summarised in the

ment and operating processes, has enabled us to

table below:

Date
1 12 February
2 11 August
3 13 October
4 16 November
5 21 December

Launcher
Satellites
Payload mass Orbit
Ariane 5 ECA Xtar-Eur, Maqsat B2/Sloshsat 7.6 tonnes
GTO
Ariane 5 GS
Thaicom 4 (Ipstar)
6.5 tonnes
GTO
Ariane 5 GS
Syracuse 3A, Galaxy 15
5.7 tonnes
GTO
Ariane 5 ECA
Spaceway 2, Telkom 2
8.1 tonnes
GTO
Ariane 5 GS
Insat 4A, MSG 2
5.5 tonnes
GTO
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Programmatic activities

2

005 provided concrete evidence of the PA
launcher production batch with the first PA
launcher flight on 11 March 2006.

Arianespace is now supplied with a standard launcher by EADS Space Transportation (EADS-ST), delivered in a fully integrated state from the Launcher
Integration Building (BIL) in Kourou. As guarantor of
the quality of launch services supplied to its customers, Arianespace responsibilities cover launcher/satellite payload integration, and direction of
launch operations and maintenance/operation of
the integration and operational facilities in French
Guiana.
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Arianespace has also signed long-term contracts

facilities in French Guiana. This has led to cost

with its industrial partners for the maintenance

reductions coherent with the economics of the PA

and operation of the integration and operational

production batch.
A scale-up programme is in process, designed to
further strengthen the operational character of
the Ariane launch system, increasing its ruggedness and extending its flight domain, in order to
improve the availability and flexibility of the launcher
while ensuring its long-term reliability. This is the
objective of the ACEP and ARTA contracts decided
by ESA Council in December 2005.

Programmatic activities

Soyuz at the CSG
The Soyuz at the CSG project covers development of
the Soyuz launch site (ELS), adaptation of the Soyuz
2-1a version to the French Guiana environment (telemetry, safety, climatic conditions, etc.), and development of the Soyuz 2-1b version (new integrated flow
cycle engine for the third stage). The target date for
the first Soyuz 2-1a launch from the Guiana Space
Centre is end 2008. The maiden flight of the Soyuz
2-1b version (carrying the Corot scientific satellite for

in Russia by Roscosmos and Russian industry, in

CNES) is scheduled for October 2006 from Baikonur.

liaison with Starsem.

The contract concluded with the European Space

The preliminary design review was held in 2005,

Agency (Rider 5.3) in March 2005 assigned ope-

with a complementary review concerning safety in

ration of the Soyuz launch system at the CSG to

February 2006. This made it possible to finalise

Arianespace. In this context, entitlement to use

launch system design and then issue industrial

the launch pad currently in course of construction

consultations.

is exclusively accorded to Arianespace. In return,

Work on the ELS launch site was commenced, and

the Company is funding this project to an amount

all earthwork has since been completed.

of M€ 121 for which it has obtained a credit line

Preparation for the operational phase was initiated

from the EIB.

with definition of corresponding operational concepts

The contractual organisation of the project was set

in synergy with Ariane and Vega, the aim being to

up in 2005, with signature of various development

take fullest advantage of integrated range synergies

contracts: with ESA as contracting authority, CNES

for the three launch systems (launch service stan-

as prime contractor, and Arianespace as joint-

dards, industrial synergies, CSG facilities, etc.).

prime contractor in charge of activities conducted
Vega
The development programme for the Vega launch
system is progressing satisfactorily. The target
date for the first Vega launch is end 2007.
A number of major steps were completed in 2005,
including test firing of the Zephyro 9 stage.
The VERTA programme for Vega consolidation
development and operational support was adopted
by ESA Council in December 2005.
Arianespace is acting as contractor for ELV prime
contractor for definition of operational concepts
during this development phase.
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Risk management

R

isk

management

is

a

priority

for

Arianespace to ensure the success
and long-term future of its activity.

The principal risks with which the Company is
confronted are:
Financial risks
The competitive launch service market is denominated in US dollars, whereas the vast majority of
Arianespace costs are expressed in euros. The sensitivity of operating income to fluctuations in euro/dol-
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Environmental risks

lar parity is consequently very considerable. To deal

The prevention of industrial and environmental risks,

with this situation, cash flows in dollars are hedged

in particular in regard to the Kourou establishment

on a case by case basis. The instruments used are

which is classified as "Seveso 2 high threshold",

principally forward exchange contracts or options

has required the implementation of a safety

with first class Banks of international standing.

management system using dedicated personnel.

As for counterparty risks, these essentially concern

This system is completed and strengthened by the

trade receivables, for which Company policy is not

system operated by the Guiana Space Centre.

to propose payment after launch, except in a very

In this regard, each activity regarded as subject

carefully analysed case.

to risk is analysed, the corresponding measures to
be applied are stipulated in a dedicated procedure,

Risks associated with
the activity of the company

staff assigned to implementation of the system
are specially trained, possible failure modes are

In view of the high degree of volatility of the launch

identified and means of prevention are defined.

service market, the Company constantly endea-

Furthermore, in the event of a major accident, a

vours to strengthen its flexibility by adapting its offer

crisis control cell is responsible for implementation

in a highly competitive context so as to provide its

of procedures involving all industrial players opera-

customers with ever improved services, with the

ting at the CSG.

backing of the reaffirmed undertakings given by the

As regards insurance, third party cover is taken out

European States in favour of Arianespace.

by Arianespace for physical injury or material

As for the launch failure risk inherent in our busi-

damage which could be caused to third parties

ness, this is kept permanently in view by means of

during execution of the various activities of the

a rigorous policy of continuously enhanced quality.

Company. Specifically, in regard to third party liability

Furthermore, the Company has set up an insu-

for any damage resulting from impairment of the

rance scheme enabling it to offer the customer a

environment within the Kourou establishment,

free relaunch in the event of a launch failure. The

Arianespace has the benefit, in its capacity as

corresponding mechanism is currently valid up to

additional insured, of the insurance cover taken out

31 December 2007.

by CNES for the Guiana Space Center.

Financial position

E

njoying a positive result for the third
consecutive year, with pre-tax income
of M€ 6.3 and sales worth M€ 1,068,

Arianespace continued in 2005 its efforts directed
at consolidating the financial position of the
Company through strict and assiduous management of its costs.
In addition to unrelenting control of the operating
budget, precise, real-time coordination of commercial, industrial, technical and operational commitments has made it possible to optimise direct
cost structure, despite, and in particular, major
changes to the launch manifest resulting from
momentary non-availability of satellite passengers
or additional launcher qualification requirements.
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Apart from actual launcher production, now
conducted within the framework of the PA

CNES/CSG in this regard should lead to additional

contract with the industrial prime contractor

optimisation.

EADS, cost reduction actions were continued

An attitude of permanent vigilance is applied to

on activities conducted in French Guiana. The

management of risks associated with operation of

long-term contracts concluded with the industrial

Ariane 5 (management of €/$ parity), and prepa-

partners involved in the maintenance and opera-

ration for operation of Soyuz at the CSG (French

tion of integration and launch facilities are making

Government guarantee for the Arianespace loan

their contribution. The dialogue maintained with

covering procurement of Russian supplies required
for installation of Soyuz at the CSG), and Vega
(dialogue with ESA concerning preparation of the
VERTA qualification support programme).
As for the Company's relevant management indicators, these are essentially three in number, namely
the order book, the number of launches made and
net income.

Prospects

T

he operational results achieved by Ariane 5
strengthen prospects for a sustained level
of activity in 2006, with a scheduled total

of 5 to 6 launches from the Guiana Space Centre.
The efforts made by European industry as a whole
to

consolidate

the

availability

and

achieve

production scale-up of the Ariane 5 launcher, and
favourable progress with installation of Soyuz at
the Guiana Space Centre, are bearing their fruit in
regard to the market, with two new contracts
already signed since the beginning of the year.
This also augurs well for a reassessment of
market prices, a factor essential for meeting the

objective of European access to space, also

Arianespace business plan.

confirming utilisation of European range launchers

Furthermore, the decisions taken at the European

(Ariane 5, Soyuz and Vega) for European institutio-

Space Agency Council meeting at ministerial level

nal missions. These measures clearly define the

on 5 and 6 December last, have reaffirmed the

commitment of Europe to support its launcher

support of the Member States for the strategic

industry.
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Arianespace worldwide

French Guiana
Facilities
ARIANESPACE Kourou
B.P. 809
97388 Kourou Cedex
Tel: + 594 (0) 5 94 33 67 07
Fax: + 594 (0) 5 94 33 69 13

USA
Subsidiary
ARIANESPACE Inc.
601 13th Street - N.W.
Suite 710 North

France
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Washington DC 20005

Head office

Tel: + 1 202 628-3936

Boulevard de l’Europe

Fax: + 1 202 628-3942

B.P.177
91006 Evry-Courcouronnes Cedex

Singapore

Tel: + 33 (0) 1 60 87 60 00

Liaison office

Fax: + 33 (0) 1 60 87 62 47

ARIANESPACE ASEAN Office
3, Shenton way
#25-06 Shenton House
Singapore 068805
Tel: + 65 6223 6426
Fax: + 65 6223 4268

Japan
Liaison office
ARIANESPACE Tokyo
Kasumigaseki Building, 31Sl.
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki.
Chiyoda-ku - Tokyo 100-6031
Tel: + 81 3 3592 2766
Fax: + 81 3 3592 2768
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